
Gerund

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Could he give up _____________ he's a leader?1. (feel)feeling

If he risked _____________ from the camp now, he could not fail to be
seen and stopped.
2.

(escape)
escaping

It crosses a morass to avoid _____________ around.3. (go)going

He struggled hard to avoid _____________ himself.4. (commit)committing

He told us to do what he did, not to lose sight of him, assuring us that our
horses understood _____________ perfectly.
5.

(hunt)hunting

Beauty answered politely, and quite enjoyed _____________ him all that
had happened to her.
6.

(tell)
telling

Thus you avoid _____________ any of the hard center.7. (take)taking

Gradually she gave up _____________ at the stars.8. (look)looking

Then she risked _____________-for the second time in three long years-of
his daughter.
9.

(speak)
speaking

He went back to the ridge, and carelessly suggested _____________
home by water.
10.

(return)
returning

He keeps on _____________ it out to me.11. (read)reading

Not if it involves _____________ your weight.12. (nurse)nursing

And now I found these fancies _____________ their own realities, and all
imagined horrors crowding upon me in fact.
13.

(create)
creating

In the evening I could not resist _____________ the story to a person
who, I thought, possessed some natural feeling, because he was a man of
understanding.

14.

(tell)

telling

Come, do you deny _____________ this young lady last night?15. (see)seeing
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I became perfectly certain of this; for I recollected _____________ first
one side and then the other, in search of the cleanest spot.
16.

(turn up)
turning up

Children will enjoy _____________ some of them; their simple treatment
makes them especially useful for this purpose.
17.

(sketch)
sketching

In accepting for myself an unhappy old age, I fastened my eyes on you; I
saw you with the prospect of a fine career, and I imagined you
_____________ in it.

18.

(succeed)succeeding

Then she slowly pushed the door open with gentle motion, to save her
_____________ candle from being again extinguished.
19.

(flicker)flickering

He would so enjoy _____________ on the thin ice of her thought.20. (skate)skating
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